
‘We are the masters of earth’
In November 1963 Doctor Who began, conceived by Sydney Newman as an educational
historical/scientific drama series. In November 1964 The Dalek Invasion of Earth began, a drama
with no educational purpose. For the first time Earth's future is represented, but no significant
technological or sociological progress is depicted. London 2164 is little different from London
1964 — except that the Daleks have invaded.
The story begins with a Roboman, an anonymous helmeted figure, staggering over the side of a
riverbank and drowning, face down, making no attempt to struggle for life. In the course of the
six episodes we hear of bodies being dumped in the Thames, see a man stabbed in the back, see
two brothers — one a Roboman, the other not — die in each other’s arms. Propaganda is
broadcast over the radio to an enslaved city. The small resistance movement loses most of its
members in a doomed, suicidal attack. Barbara and Jenny are betrayed to the enemy by two
women for a few more tins of food. The Dalek Invasion of Earth is not so much a science fiction
story as a war drama, showing victorious and vicious occupying forces subjugating their
victims, and pursuing a single goal ruthlessly. The goal is not direct genocide — as it was in The
Daleks — but indirectly so: for if the Earth is wrenched from its orbit all human life would
perish.
Terry Nation’s script is ambitious if simplistic. Parallels with Nazi rule are' drawn verbally —
the Dalek in charge of the mine is a commandant — and visually — the single word VETOED
appears all over London, reminding the viewer of the German notices that stress what is
VERBOTEN.
An effort has to be made to view the serial afresh, forgetting the intervening twenty-five years
of Doctor Who that followed it. The Earth invaded by an alien race; an old enemy returning; the
Daleks mining for some strange goal; and so long sequences set in a quarry — all these are new
concepts to the show. The most traumatic of these occurs in the closing minutes, when the
Doctor locks the TARDIS door on Susan, forcibly breaking up the original crew.
Some of the production values stand up surprisingly well. Jacqueline Hill gives her usual
excellent performance as Barbara, and there is an effective scene between her and Jenny.
Arriving at Bedfordshire, they persuade each other to stick together, unable to bear up to the
hardships alone.
William Hartnell also does very well. hardly fluffing any lines: it seems that the prospect of a
holiday (he is absent in part four) and the effects of it enliven his portrayal. Apart from
pointedly announcing ‘Daleks! Chesterton, we must pit our wits against them and defeat them!’
Terry Nation gives him some good scenes with Ian, when captured by the Daleks, and with
Susan, her devotion to David Campbell becoming obvious. ‘Geniuses are rare,’ he observes, and
later wonders that he only amazes Ian sometimes. Later, he questions David Campbell’s advice,
undermining the young man, causing Susan to protest: and then, when the young man himself
is present, meekly accepts the advice, having only objected to tease Susan.
The Susan/David relationship is only partly successful. Carole Ann Ford does what she can
with some deeply-felt lines about never settling down, always moving on: it's not her fault that
Peter Fraser, as David Campbell, is such a lightweight figure. The most striking thing about him
is his accent, an odd mix of Scots and RADA enunciation. And some of Terry Nation’s romantic
scenes are bizarre — especially the one where David starts flapping a dead wet fish at the love
of his life.
What of the Daleks themselves? There are five, plus a couple of cardboard cut-outs (which
really have to be looked for — they are not obvious). In other words, an army. When they say
they are the masters of the Earth. they clearly mean it, nonchalantly cruising past the Houses of



Parliament. In what was intended to be a nightmare sequence. Barbara and Jenny have to push
the wheelchair-bound Dortmun across London, dodging Dalek patrols. However, given the
deserted daytime streets the contrast between Jenny and Barbara’s frantic efforts and the slow-
moving Daleks make the journey look ridiculous. The Daleks don’t appear to be psychopathic
killers on duty, merely tourists out on a morning stroll around the landmarks of London. One
even manages to climb the steps to get inside the Albert Memorial.
For this we can blame the exhausting film schedule, and perhaps the director, Richard Martin,
who seems to be uncomfortable with action sequences. The assault on the Dalek ship comes
across as a bunch of actors with no idea of where to run. To add to this confusion there is a poor
choice of camera shots when the rebels enter the ship. The camera moves from right to left,
following the rebel leader into the craft. The movement continues, but now we are in the
Robotization Chamber with the Doctor — and the viewer is waiting for the rebel leader to run
into shot, as the continuous camera movement implies. But he doesn’t. More confusion for the
viewer.
Indeed, at the end it seems the director gives up. For the destruction of the Dalek base we are
treated to every explosion — natural or man-made — he could find in the stock footage library.
Daleks casually file out into a corridor, not one of them turning an eyestalk to see where the
heroes are hiding. The Doctor does something inside the Dalek ship and a Dalek emits smoke
from his casing. What, how and why are not made clear (a bit like the 1989 vintage of Who).
The Dalek Invasion of Earth was important enough in 1964 to merit a Radio Times cover and the
first extensive location filming in the series. Seen now, some of it is still powerful, some of it is
slow: but at its best it packs the power of Jenny and Barbara’s van mowing down a Dalek on the
Bedfordshire motorway.
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